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Jordan and right alternative counterexamples 
Abstract 
In the free communtative power associative algebras, we show that the Jordan associator (aa, b, a) does 
not square to zero and is not in the left, right, or middle nucleus. We show the same properties for (aa, a, 
b). These and some other questions were answered by constructing a counterexample. We contrast this 
approach with the characteristic function type proof that was used to show that in a right alternative 
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JORDAN AND RIGHT ALTERNATIVE COUNTEREXAMPLES 
IRVIN Roy HENTZEL AND DAVID POKRASS JACOBS 
Abstract. In the free commutative power uaoc:la&ive algebras, - ,,how that the Jordan 
-.:!al.or (aa,6,o) does not equue lo sao and la not In &he kn, right, or middle nucleus. 
We ebow the aame propedlel Cor (ao, a, 6). Tbe8e aod eome other questiona were anawered 
by connructlng • couotereumple. We cootnat tbla approach with the cbancteristic 
Cunctioo type prooC that wu 111111d lo ahow the& in a right altemwve algebra, the cube or 
the alt.emator need not be sero. 
P.11.uented by P. JUbenbo.(111, F.R.s.c. 
Introduction. Given a variety defined by multilinear identities, we attempt to create 
a basis of the free algebra of the variety. Since the defining identities are multilinear, 
the free algebra decomposes into the direct sum of its homogeneous submodules. If the 
ring of scalars is a field or at least a principal ideal domain, a concept of dimension 
of theae homogeneous submodules exists. For most varieties, the dimension of these 
submodules grows rapidly. There are a few atypical varieties where the basis of the free 
algebra is known. The common ones are associative, non-associative, and commutative. 
Less well known are the alternative on three generators (see (6] and (7]) and strongly 
(-1, 1) on two generators (see (11). Whenever the scalars are a field, a basis certainly 
exists, but except for the above examples, there seem to be no recognizable pattern, 
and the complete (infinite) basis �t be desaibed. The reason for wanting a basis 
and an algorithm for expressing elements in terms of the basis, is that then one can 
decide whether or not two elements are equal. To test if an expression were an identity, 
one would simply write it in terms of the basis and check to see if all c:oefiicients of the 
basis elements were zero. For this type of use one does not need a basis of the entire 
algebra. One only needs a basis of the one relevant homogeneous summand. 
The dynamic programming approach that we describe is robust enough for several 
current problems. Several applications are given. 
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Dynamic Programming. The process (3) we call dynamic programming consists 
of choosing a basis of degree one products, then degree two, then degree three, etc. 
The concept of degree requires that the identities of the algebra be homogeneous. We 
furthermore assume that the defining identities are multilinear. That is, homogeneous 
and degree one in each variable. The characteristic of the underlying field often plays 
a substantial role. For our work we use the rationals Q, the integers Z, and the 
Galois fields Zp for p a prime. Computationally, z, is nice since we are protected 
from arithmetic overflow . There is a great deal of similarity between identities of the 
algebras over Q, Z, or z,, and often, but not always, a proof or counterexample in one 
system also works in the other two systems. The prime p = 103 is a convenient prime 
to use because the residues can be stored in 8 bits of storage. Of course, there are other 
primes with this property also. 
Dynamic programming targets a pvticular identity in question. If that polynomial 
bas n a' sand m b' s, the program computes a series of bases for each of the homogeneous 
submodules with r a' s and s b' s where O $ r $ n and O $ s $ m. When it is studying 
r a' s and s b' s, then for all choices of i and j which satisfy O S i $ r and O S j S s, it 
first computes the space of all products of basis elements from the space of i a' s and 
j b' s and that of r -i a' s and s-j b' s. From the combined collection of these products 
is chosen a basis of the homogeneous submodule of r a' s and s b' s. This basis and the 
formulas which express the non-basis products in terms of the basis are stored. 
This scheme has practical value as long as the number of basis elements does not 
grow too quickly. 
We have applied it to commutative , power associative algebras with success. 
The Jordan law in a commutative ring is (aa,b,a) E ((aa)b)a - (aa)(ba) E 0. In 
(2) this identity was weakened to 2((a6)6)b + a((bb)b) - 3(0(66))6 E O. This weaker
form no longer implies power associativity. Yet, each Jordan associator, (aa,b,a), lies
( 
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in the middle nucleus (2, Lemma 7], and the ideal generated by the set of all Jordan 
associators is nilpotent of index 2. 
After the surprising result in (2], we suspected that the Jordan associator ( aa, b, a) = 
((aa)b)a -(aa)(ba) in a commutative, power associative algebra would square to zero 
or perhaps reside in the middle or left nucleus. This turned out not to be the case. 
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Theorem. In the free commutative power associative algebra ov!!{ z, p = 103, the 









We tried to lind pairs z, ti of nonzero elements such that the product :i:11 = 0. Letting 
z be successively (9), (10), (11), we searched for a nonzero combination '// of basi.s 
elements using at most 3 a' a and 1 b such that :i:11 · = 0. T.bere were none. We can 
say that none of (9), (10), or (11) is a zero divisor with any nonzero homogeneous 
polynomial .having at most 3 a' a and l b. 
(9) (a2,b,a)
(10) (a2,a,b)
(11) 2 {(ba)a)a + ((aa)a)b-3{(aa)b) a.
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We always truncated the algebras by assigning zero to all products with more than 
the number of a' .s or ll .s needed for the expressioa we weJ"I" eraroioing The largest 
dimension we used was for 6 a' .s and 2 1l .s. That dimeo.sioa was 171. The largest total 
degree used was 9 a'.s and l'b. That dimension was 85. 
Corollary. Io the free commutative power associative algebra over Z, the same 11 
results are true. 
PROOF: Any ring is an algebra over the integers. Since the results are false for some 
ring, they are false for the free ring over the integers. 
We do not know if the results are also true over the rationals. 
Right Alternative Algebras. 
We wish to add a remark about another technique used to prove that polynomials 
are not zero in the free ring of some variety. We proved that in the free right altemati ve 
ring with generators a and b, the cube of (a,a,b) was not zero (see [4] and [SJ.) 
Let X = { z 1, z2, . .. , ze}. Let F(X) be the free nonassociative algebra in indetermi­
nates X over any commutative ring F with identity element. We produced a function 
defined on the basis of monomials of F(X). When this function is extended linearly to 
all of F[X), it maps to zero everything in the T-ideal generated by the right alternative 
law. This function maps the multilinear linearized form of (a,a,b)3 to 1, the unit of 
F. Thus the linearized form of ( a, a, b )3 is not zero. A homogeneous (but not neces­
sarily multilinear) identity always implies that its completely linearized form is also an 
identity. We thus conclude that the original expression (a,a,b)3 is not an identity in a 
right alternative algebra over any commutative algebra. This result answered an open 
question since it is known that (a,a,6)4 = 0, see (8, Theorem 2, pp. 344-345). 
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